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nearly 2,000 persons (against 7,000 in 1932) being taken into custody
during the course of the year. Prominent among these, there were,
according to newspaper reports, several Peers' sons and a number of
students of the Peers' school—an indication, together with the fact
that there was a large proportion of schoolmasters among the
arrested, of the tendency of the Communist movement to spread
upwards among the intellectual classes.
A change to more moderate methods was equally apparent in the
handling of foreign relations. With the appointment of Mr. Hirota,
previously Ambassador in Moscow, to succeed Count Uchida as
Foreign Minister on the 14th September, a tone of conciliation was
imported into public speeches and statements dealing with foreign
affairs, particularly in the case of Japan's relations with Russia and
with the United States, and a manifest attempt was made to improve
the international 'atmosphere'. More tangible in its results was the
Government's action in regard to the growing problem of competition
between cheaply produced Japanese manufactures and the wares of
other industrial countries in the World-market. The attitude of Japan
towards the complaints of the sufferers had been, in general, one of
cool detachment towards a state of affairs which (it was maintained,
with some justice) had resulted from Japan's success in organizing
her industries; and an almost truculent note had been struck in a
speech at the beginning of the year by the Minister of Finance.
Referring to Japan's trade and currency situation, Mr. Takahashi
remarked that 'the Japanese people are waging economic war, with
labour as their chief weapon5. The rapid strides made by Japanese
exports, cotton goods in particular, in the home and colonial markets
of other manufacturing nations led, in a number of the territories
concerned, to the setting-up of tariff and quota barriers directed
against the influx of Japanese goods. India was an outstanding case.
A tariff of 50 per cent, ad valorem on imported piece-goods, with
25 per cent, preference for those from Great Britain, was raised to 75
per cent, in June 1933. Strong feeling against this restrictive measure
was manifested in Japan, and a retaliatory boycott of Indian raw
cotton was started by the Japanese cotton-spinners. At this juncture
the Government took up a stand in favour of compromise. Official
disapproval of the boycott, and an emphatic denial of any intention
to take reprisals on Indian or British imports, opened the way to
negotiations between Tokyo and Delhi; and a conference between
Government representatives was held at Simla in October, simul-
taneously with tripartite conversations between non-official delegates
of the three countries concerned. The official negotiations lasted into

